Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: Certo
Pheroman - February 24, 2011, 9:03 am

Certo
2 sprays, one each side of neck. Repeat after 4 hrs.
Wore Certo at work, nothing much unusual during the though people seem to linger a little bit
longer wanting to talk.
Then Pherxgirl (see journal) came by and became very talkative and very reluctant to leave.
It's interesting to see which products work and how on people you know.
May not be a good thing to have people lingering around talking at work, but in a social
environment that's a good thing.
So need to try it in that environment.
Pheroman - March 25, 2011, 7:04 pm

Wore this product exclusively at work for a week, and it seems to make people smile more and be
easier to talk to.
Women seem particularly happy, friendly and smiley.
2 sprays, one each side of neck seems enough for 6-7 hours after which the scent fades and I can
smell the mones..
nuketheworld999 - April 29, 2011, 4:21 pm

can i use certo scented with alfa maschio scented?
Alpha Dream - April 29, 2011, 6:01 pm

Hi,
You can use them together, but they are meant to be stand-alone products. You may get some
weird results if you mix them. I would choose either one or the other to wear based upon the
environment and what you are trying to achieve. Alfa maschio is best for raw sexual energy in a bar
or club scene, and certo is best for casual time with friends or a long-term lover.
nuketheworld999 - April 30, 2011, 7:25 am

thank you for that info. i heard that using social type pheromones and sexual type pheromones can
actually work at its best performance.
nuketheworld999 - April 30, 2011, 7:33 am

also i would like to know if i can exchange the same product but with a scented version of the
cologne?
dbot - April 30, 2011, 5:21 pm

(04-30-2011 6:33 AM)nuketheworld999 Wrote: &nbsp;also i would like to know if i can exchange
the same product but with a scented version of the cologne?
Lol
Alpha Dream - May 1, 2011, 3:34 pm

Quote:also i would like to know if i can exchange the same product but with a scented version of the
cologne?

Hi,
You can send it back to the following address, with a note requesting an exchange for the scented
product you would like:
Alpha Dream RMA
Po Box 163633
Sacramento, CA
95816
mengster - May 1, 2011, 4:08 pm

(05-01-2011 2:34 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;Hi,
You can send it back to the following address, with a note requesting an exchange for the scented
product you would like:
Alpha Dream RMA
Po Box 163633
Sacramento, CA
95816
That's great customer service right there
Pheroman - May 10, 2011, 8:11 am

Still been using this daily at work and been liking it more.
It's not "I'm the boss" as much as wolf, but more "Everyone likes me, I'm cool".
Women like me and smile, girls get a little starry eyed and I love taking all the luv I can get.
Guys treat me like a long lost buddy. Everybody keeps talking until I end the convo, and
thats what i had to get used to using Certo, people will talk for hours unless I end the convo.
Given my dosage one bottle will last for many(4-5?) months.
Sometimes I dont even spray, just pull out the top and dab the little pipe each side of my neck &
wrists and spread it. And it still works fine.
Great value.
Pheroman - June 7, 2011, 9:39 am

Decided to up the dosage to 4 sprays and starting getting a few hits, IOIs and dilated glistening
pupils.
Seem to work on the under 30s women.
Had a 19 yr old start talking and slowly getting closer until our arms were touching.
Another around that age came towards me talking and didnt stop until our arms/shoulders touched,
lightly bumping into me.
After 30 secs she seemed to realize what was going on and consciously stepped back but still
giving IOIs
Got a good hit from a young looking 29yr who just seemed infatuated with me from the first higher
dosage
and coming back 3 times since. she keeps saying "Cya next week"
Being at work this was interesting, but could be dangerous...
dbot - June 7, 2011, 10:02 am

Great report! Certo is on my wishlist for sure.

extraballislit - June 24, 2011, 5:41 pm

(06-07-2011 9:02 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;Great report! Certo is on my wishlist for sure. Could not
agree more.
Talk to you soon.
Q-Tips - June 27, 2011, 7:30 pm

Just would like to tell that i tried like Pheroman, four spray of Certo (After reading Pheromans
report). And i think i got about same results.
I got Certo for about a week ago. Tried it with two sprays yesterday and got good social results.
Today i tried AM with one spray, but decided after two hours to just go crazy and have four spray of
certo on top of AM, with UN for men from Love Potion as cover scent.
I walked to and stood besides a woman who's been working for me for a year, and who knows me
rather well. After a few seconds, she suddently looks up and at me with very suprised eyes and
without saying anything. She looked at me as if there was something she didnt understand. After
that, she kept walking close by me, or getting excuses standing besides me frequently. I once took
her sniffing at me. There was a few episodes where she just wouldnt move, and where i had to
stand realy close for having any chance getting my job done. After about an hour with this, she
starts giving me deep eye contact. It was also obvious that she also got an uplift in mood. She also
said that she had such an amazing energy today.
After her shift was over, she came back two times, for getting something she accidently forgot
taking with her. And when she came, she had great time for just chatting. I also noticed chances in
mood from other women, but not in the same way as my employer, but i didnt stand very close to
any other women either. I did not notice anything from men.
Pheroman - July 6, 2011, 6:17 am

Still using this for work daily.
Certo make people listen and pay attention.
They will generally listen as long as you talk, will stay engaged as long as you engage them
and will not leave unless you make it clear that you have finished.
I think Certo would be great for sales type jobs, company reps and cold calling.
But if youre the "talk to much" kind of guy, they will never leave and you wont get much done.
You have to end the convos.

PS I have dont have Glace or Corporativo.
misfit101 - July 12, 2011, 7:08 pm

Certo is my everyday mix. I like how it feels subtle, like it's part of you and not something you added
to yourself. If pheromones are a well taylored suit, certo feels more like a nice tan. It isn't a huge
hitter, but it gets tons of smiles and some positive attention. I think it makes people feel like they're
talking to a gentleman, and I mean that in the well educated way and not in the royalty way lol.
It also does this without giving a "fatherly vibe" which is a sign that the androsterone in it is well
buffered with the nols.
I like it because although it might not get all eyes on me, when they do land on me they land with
affection.
Q-Tips - July 16, 2011, 4:52 pm

Had a few weeks now using Certo frequently. I got to say this one is a real getter. I am certain when
saying Certo is so far my favour. It goes well for both work, social, dating and club / bar situations.

When going out, i have also mixed Certo with other such as Aqua Vitae, Legend, Voracious and
Alter-Ego. Certo havent given me any bad responds that i can see from anyone.
And as a self effect, this one gives me a very confident feeling. Its like i can behave whatever i like
and have success with it. If i want to be charming, i will. If i want to be rough, i will. If i want to be
funny, i will. Not only because what i say would be so very funny, but also because it looks like the
people around me seems get the same effect from Certo as i do.
There is one happening at work who would tell about how Certo works for me. A young couple
came in and asked for an icecream i didnt have, so i wanted to offer them something else. While
talking to them, they just stood there looking at me in some sort of awe, while they would agree with
me in what i said, even tough they would not get what they actually asked for. When talking to them,
a female co-worker just stood there looking at me constantly with a sweet smile. I got the feeling she
looked at me as if she was proud of me.
I have usually used 3-4 spray of Certo. Some times i have used more than 4, or reaplied more after
a while without see any negative effects from that.
dbot - July 16, 2011, 4:56 pm

Man the more I hear about Certo the more I want some. I asked for a sample of it when I ordered
Glace; I'm not sure if I'll get one. I hope so! Either way, it's probably a matter of time before I have a
bottle in my hands..
Q-Tips - July 17, 2011, 3:59 am

(07-16-2011 3:56 PM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;Man the more I hear about Certo the more I want some. I
asked for a sample of it when I ordered Glace; I'm not sure if I'll get one. I hope so! Either way, it's
probably a matter of time before I have a bottle in my hands..
Yes, i have it the same way with Glace. I just have to get a new order going. And besides, it looks
like i will need another bottle of Certo.
One thing i should mention about the self effect i get from Certo. Its not like some of the socials i
tried, and probably i would get from Glace too. Those socials gives me a kind of happy feeling and
makes it easier to smile, even for no good reason. But for Certo, i can sit alone and apply it and feel
nothing special, as if i get no self effect from it. Then i can walk out to people, and when i interact
with them, then i suddently feel that i actually are having an self effect from Certo.
Certo is suppose to be some sort of bonding love pheromone, and that might be, because when
interacting with people, i usually have hard see any negative sides with them, i can even stand and
smile without faking the smile at the most annoying people. Its like as if i get along with just about
anybody. And then we have this confident feeling. One mentioned people look at you as a
gentleman. And i agree with that.
dbot - July 17, 2011, 11:13 am

SOLD
Pheroman - July 18, 2011, 7:36 am

7 dabs of Certo smeared on neck and wrists + top of hands.
After being chased by cougars for a couple weeks i got my fav type of hit:
Hot and cute petite and very pretty 20-25yr who just didnt want to go had to literally drag herself
away, but not before saying "I'll see you tomorrow" 3 or 4 times after 10 mins of starry eyed chit
chat.
I've spoken to her a few times but dont know her that well, but this time she was lassoed by the
mones.

Rattlesnake - July 18, 2011, 8:04 am

Damn Glace and Certo moving towards the top of the to order list
patches345 - July 19, 2011, 1:41 am

(06-27-2011 6:30 PM)Q-Tips Wrote: &nbsp;Just would like to tell that i tried like Pheroman, four
spray of Certo (After reading Pheromans report). And i think i got about same results.
I got Certo for about a week ago. Tried it with two sprays yesterday and got good social results.
Today i tried AM with one spray, but decided after two hours to just go crazy and have four spray of
certo on top of AM, with UN for men from Love Potion as cover scent.
I walked to and stood besides a woman who's been working for me for a year, and who knows me
rather well. After a few seconds, she suddently looks up and at me with very suprised eyes and
without saying anything. She looked at me as if there was something she didnt understand. After
that, she kept walking close by me, or getting excuses standing besides me frequently. I once took
her sniffing at me. There was a few episodes where she just wouldnt move, and where i had to
stand realy close for having any chance getting my job done. After about an hour with this, she
starts giving me deep eye contact. It was also obvious that she also got an uplift in mood. She also
said that she had such an amazing energy today.
After her shift was over, she came back two times, for getting something she accidently forgot
taking with her. And when she came, she had great time for just chatting. I also noticed chances in
mood from other women, but not in the same way as my employer, but i didnt stand very close to
any other women either. I did not notice anything from men.
What way did you apply aqua vitae and certo for men together
did you put certo on your wrist and aqua on your neck how many sprays ect this is a question
regarding that you sometimes use certo and aqua vitae together sometimes. what effect happens
afterwards when mixed together???
patches345 - July 19, 2011, 1:49 am

(06-24-2011 4:41 PM)extraballislit Wrote: &nbsp;Could not agree more.
Talk to you soon. what is your secret to applying certo and aqua vitae together
how is it done???
what is the result of mixing these two together???
misfit101 - July 19, 2011, 2:22 am

I tried this combination and got good results (I'll try it again tomorrow to test this again):
-2 sprays of certo applied to my wrists and jawline
-1 drop aqua vitae to the front of my neck. Covered with Versace (can't remember which one).
I got lots of smiles from girls, in class people kept asking me to switch seats and sit with them, and
a beautiful girl that I talk to at times completely seemed like she was trying to seek validation from
me and trying to impress me. All in all pretty good hits.
Q-Tips - July 19, 2011, 5:41 am

(07-19-2011 12:41 AM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;What way did you apply aqua vitae and certo for
men together
did you put certo on your wrist and aqua on your neck how many sprays ect this is a question
regarding that you sometimes use certo and aqua vitae together sometimes. what effect happens
afterwards when mixed together???
I wouldnt say it was the biggest difference as if i should have used AV alone. With Certo i got
almost the same hits, but this time with big smiles. Maybe a slight improvement from the social
specter, but its hard to say, as i was rather chatty of me the times i have used it. Many of them
wouldnt have any choice but talk to me anyway.

I usually had AV behind my eares and on my wrists while i spray Certo on my neck.
The problem for me is Aqua Vitae. Its a kind of win or loose thing for me. Either i get the doze right
and get plenty of hits, or i get it a little wrong and get nothing.
patches345 - July 19, 2011, 1:47 pm

(07-19-2011 1:22 AM)misfit101 Wrote: &nbsp;I tried this combination and got good results (I'll try it
again tomorrow to test this again):
-2 sprays of certo applied to my wrists and jawline
-1 drop aqua vitae to the front of my neck. Covered with Versace (can't remember which one).
I got lots of smiles from girls, in class people kept asking me to switch seats and sit with them, and
a beautiful girl that I talk to at times completely seemed like she was trying to seek validation from
me and trying to impress me. All in all pretty good hits. I'm confused about something kyle
macrannell says if i was to use scent of eros with aqua vitae then i won't have to worry about having
to always worry about AV dosing problems in other words i wouldn't have to worry as much about
geting the dosage wrong but certo should go well with AV also. any advise i'm still new to this???
preck - July 19, 2011, 1:53 pm

(07-19-2011 12:47 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm confused about something kyle macrannell
says if i was to use scent of eros with aqua vitae then i won't have to worry about having to always
worry about AV dosing problems in other words i wouldn't have to worry as much about geting the
dosage wrong but certo should go well with AV also. any advise i'm still new to this???
Who is that guy and where can i read his stuff?
patches345 - July 19, 2011, 2:09 pm

(07-19-2011 12:53 PM)preck Wrote: &nbsp;Who is that guy and where can i read his stuff? type in
(kyle macrannell pheromones) name on the internet is seems to be someone that is objective in his
testing i was hoping to get a reply from someone that has already heard of him lol.maybe someone
will still give me an answer still about the last post i did please.
preck - July 19, 2011, 3:20 pm

(07-19-2011 1:09 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;type in (kyle macrannell pheromones) name on the
internet is seems to be someone that is objective in his testing i was hoping to get a reply from
someone that has already heard of him lol.maybe someone will still give me an answer still about
the last post i did please.
Oh i heard about that guy,hes the reason i found this forum.
Anyway,i remember somebody here told me that hes affiliated with some companies,wich means
he gets some type of comissions so idk if his reviews are real,but i would like to have an answer
from someone else about this,too...
patches345 - July 19, 2011, 10:16 pm

(07-19-2011 2:20 PM)preck Wrote: &nbsp;Oh i heard about that guy,hes the reason i found this
forum.
Anyway,i remember somebody here told me that hes affiliated with some companies,wich means
he gets some type of comissions so idk if his reviews are real,but i would like to have an answer
from someone else about this,too... I think kyle macrannell is the real deal. I'll give an example. One
company which i won't say there name here but he said in a review 9 out of 10 of there products
suck and only one of there products is worth buying. now forgive me but that doesn't sound like a
sell out to me.why would he say most of that company products suck.Im no sell out.But if i was a sell
out i would not talk so bad about a company and then say oh buy way one of there products is very
good. he seems like a cool guy to me.

Q-Tips - July 20, 2011, 3:18 am

(07-19-2011 12:47 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm confused about something kyle macrannell
says if i was to use scent of eros with aqua vitae then i won't have to worry about having to always
worry about AV dosing problems in other words i wouldn't have to worry as much about geting the
dosage wrong but certo should go well with AV also. any advise i'm still new to this???
I think one of the reason Kyle mention this is because of the effect of it being intimidating. Or to say,
a woman can feel attracted to you, but that can also make her feel shy. And for that, a social such
as Glace or Scent of Eros, can be of some help.
In my experience, that would not take away the importance of using the right amount of doze. I do
think you still can make an overdose even when you combine it with Scent of Eros.
OD from AV have caused me and probably those being exposed to me an headeach, diziness, too
sensitive for stimuli such as alcohol and smoke, feeling of being worn out, hostile or agressivnes. I
dont think adding more socials would help me with thos OD.
So yes. To little, and people will not notice it. But dont make a shower with AV. No either is good.
But for your own sake, do a little experimenting. Two drops can be good for one person, but maybe
three drops is good for you?
patches345 - July 20, 2011, 11:30 am

(07-20-2011 2:18 AM)Q-Tips Wrote: &nbsp;I think one of the reason Kyle mention this is because
of the effect of it being intimidating. Or to say, a woman can feel attracted to you, but that can also
make her feel shy. And for that, a social such as Glace or Scent of Eros, can be of some help.
In my experience, that would not take away the importance of using the right amount of doze. I do
think you still can make an overdose even when you combine it with Scent of Eros.
OD from AV have caused me and probably those being exposed to me an headeach, diziness, too
sensitive for stimuli such as alcohol and smoke, feeling of being worn out, hostile or agressivnes. I
dont think adding more socials would help me with thos OD.
So yes. To little, and people will not notice it. But dont make a shower with AV. No either is good.
But for your own sake, do a little experimenting. Two drops can be good for one person, but maybe
three drops is good for you? thank you for the advise.
patches345 - July 20, 2011, 12:12 pm

patches345 - July 20, 2011, 12:39 pm

(07-20-2011 11:12 AM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm guessing there are no side effects when it
comes to certo for men because it's more on the social side.But is there any other product that is
easier to use than aqua vitae. to go with certo for men???
Rattlesnake - July 20, 2011, 12:49 pm

(07-19-2011 9:16 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;I think kyle macrannell is the real deal. I'll give an
example. One company which i won't say there name here but he said in a review 9 out of 10 of
there products suck and only one of there products is worth buying. now forgive me but that doesn't
sound like a sell out to me.why would he say most of that company products suck.Im no sell out.But
if i was a sell out i would not talk so bad about a company and then say oh buy way one of there
products is very good. he seems like a cool guy to me.
Same here, he might be a bit biased but the reviews and hits he gets from the products are similar
to mine for a lot of products.
ohhmygod - July 20, 2011, 12:57 pm

Patches, dont spam please, if u gotta say 3 different things successively, put it in 1 post (hint: edit )
Thank you ;)
Bboy - July 24, 2011, 2:00 am

Why not get certo and alfa machismo in the same scent?
Use certo as a social and just add a spray of AM when you want to hot it up?
dbot - July 24, 2011, 2:18 am

I haven't heard about anybody mixing Certo and Alpha Maschio yet, but I bet it would work ok.
There have been good reports of AM & Glace being used together.
patches345 - July 26, 2011, 12:39 am

(07-20-2011 2:18 AM)Q-Tips Wrote: &nbsp;I think one of the reason Kyle mention this is because
of the effect of it being intimidating. Or to say, a woman can feel attracted to you, but that can also
make her feel shy. And for that, a social such as Glace or Scent of Eros, can be of some help.
In my experience, that would not take away the importance of using the right amount of doze. I do
think you still can make an overdose even when you combine it with Scent of Eros.
OD from AV have caused me and probably those being exposed to me an headeach, diziness, too
sensitive for stimuli such as alcohol and smoke, feeling of being worn out, hostile or agressivnes. I
dont think adding more socials would help me with thos OD.
So yes. To little, and people will not notice it. But dont make a shower with AV. No either is good.
But for your own sake, do a little experimenting. Two drops can be good for one person, but maybe
three drops is good for you? Does anybody know if pherazone is a good product heard some bad
things??
Pheroman - July 26, 2011, 5:47 am

(07-24-2011 1:18 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;I haven't heard about anybody mixing Certo and Alpha
Maschio yet, but I bet it would work ok. There have been good reports of AM & Glace being used
together.
On my list of plans:
Certo + AM
Certo + SS4M
Certo + NA
Certo + AV
Generally as a first test I will be wearing one mix during the day for a whole week and decide from
that.
There seems to be many similarities between Glace & Certo, so in time I will try both.
patches345 - July 30, 2011, 12:39 am

(04-29-2011 5:01 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;Hi,
You can use them together, but they are meant to be stand-alone products. You may get some
weird results if you mix them. I would choose either one or the other to wear based upon the
environment and what you are trying to achieve. Alfa maschio is best for raw sexual energy in a bar
or club scene, and certo is best for casual time with friends or a long-term lover. Hi I'm going to be
using certo for men soon i choose black spice for a scent.
But if a women asks what cologne I'm wearing. i need a cleaver answer besides the truth.I'm
looking for long term so this should be a great product for me i try to always tell the truth but

sometimes what someone doesn't know can't hurt them help someone please??
mengster - July 30, 2011, 5:39 am

I usually say, "I have a friend who makes his/her own fragrances and soap and lotions"
Q-Tips - July 30, 2011, 7:00 am

(07-30-2011 4:39 AM)mengster Wrote: &nbsp;I usually say, "I have a friend who makes his/her own
fragrances and soap and lotions"
Yes, that works very well for me to. Something exclusive handmade from a friend.
patches345 - July 30, 2011, 1:39 pm

(07-30-2011 4:39 AM)mengster Wrote: &nbsp;I usually say, "I have a friend who makes his/her own
fragrances and soap and lotions" that's pure genius but if my own friend lol makes these what name
did she give this?? in regards to certo for men black spice scent.
dbot - July 30, 2011, 1:54 pm

"It's called Certo"
stld82 - July 30, 2011, 2:09 pm

But they might google it and fine alpha dreams site. then your busted!!
ohhmygod - July 30, 2011, 2:25 pm

http://www.google.com.au/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&q=Certo#sclient=psy&hl=en&safe=
off&source=hp&q=Certo+perfume&pbx=1&oq=Certo+perfume&aq=f&aqi=g5&aql=&gs_sm=e&gs_u
pl=8877l9814l0l9927l8l4l0l0l0l0l946l&#8203;946l6-1l1l0&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.&fp=6f27533496c6
59e0&biw=1920&bih=955
lol... 3rd link Dont give them even the name. May be give them mofidied name like Sertoh !
Pheroman - July 30, 2011, 8:21 pm

I call them "Custom made scents" , specially the love potions ones which are very different
txi0m - August 3, 2011, 1:30 am

(07-30-2011 1:09 PM)stld82 Wrote: &nbsp;But they might google it and fine alpha dreams site. then
your busted!!
Maybe "Certa"? haha, whatever works right? Sounds elegant, and since it's a letter off, a google
search won't reveal your secret!
In any case, I think Certo has me sold as well. If I want to add some Androstenone to the mix, I can
always apply a drop or two of New Pheromone Additive to my wrists... Will prove to be effective for
later in the evening.. If you catch my drift, daddy-o.

patches345 - August 5, 2011, 2:46 pm

(08-03-2011 12:30 AM)txi0m Wrote: &nbsp;Maybe "Certa"? haha, whatever works right? Sounds
elegant, and since it's a letter off, a google search won't reveal your secret!
In any case, I think Certo has me sold as well. If I want to add some Androstenone to the mix, I can
always apply a drop or two of New Pheromone Additive to my wrists... Will prove to be effective for
later in the evening.. If you catch my drift, daddy-o.
certo for men is doing nothing for me.and women can't even smell the black spice scent unless i

put my wrist right up to them not even one hit??
Alpha Dream - August 5, 2011, 3:17 pm

I'm sorry to hear it's not working for you. You can send it back for a refund to:
Alpha Dream
Po Box 163633
Sacramento, CA
95816
It's possible you are using the wrong technique. With pheromones it's best to start a conversation,
and they will take over from there. You have to be close by and wait about 30 seconds for them to
start working. Also don't expect to wear pheromones to the supermarket and have women all over
you. try going to venues where women are looking to have fun.
Pheromones won't help much if you don't try talking to women at the right time and place.
dbot - August 5, 2011, 4:05 pm

(08-05-2011 1:46 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;certo for men is doing nothing for me.and women
can't even smell the black spice scent unless i put my wrist right up to them not even one hit??
Alpha Dream will give you a refund if you can't get Certo to work, but I'd recommend following this
procedure with the product before you consider returning it:
http://www.pheromonetalk.com/mens-pheromone-advice-tricks-tips/how-find-your-sweet-spot-23890
.html
spamz - August 5, 2011, 9:39 pm

i use certo regularly, and it never fails.
it helps if ur respectful, and a gentleman, and a romantic at heart. it compliments these attitudes
well. it wont hit the girl over the head with sexual vibes, thats where you have to initiate with proper
timing, assuming your getting the green light.
it works great with the shyer girls, but the fact they are shy means youll have to approach. with a
little bit of game, and self confidence, certo should easily create butterflies for them.
it could work for the more sexual, alpha females, but you would have to be the "bad boy"
personality. if your not, then certo isnt going to convey that image.
also everyone is different. for me, less works better. i never go over 2 sprays.
another way to tell if mones are working, is to test everybody. males, female, old, young. etc. ..
certo makes the guys chummy, like buddies. and older ladies find me endearing without having to
say a word. sometimes when your looking for "certain" reactions, u overlook the other obvious ones
that dont fit what your looking for.
have fun with it. and if you just cant seem to get the "a haaa" moment, when you know what to look
for. then u could always return it.
patches345 - August 5, 2011, 11:46 pm

(08-05-2011 8:39 PM)spamz Wrote: &nbsp;i use certo regularly, and it never fails.
it helps if ur respectful, and a gentleman, and a romantic at heart. it compliments these attitudes
well. it wont hit the girl over the head with sexual vibes, thats where you have to initiate with proper

timing, assuming your getting the green light.
it works great with the shyer girls, but the fact they are shy means youll have to approach. with a
little bit of game, and self confidence, certo should easily create butterflies for them.
it could work for the more sexual, alpha females, but you would have to be the "bad boy"
personality. if your not, then certo isnt going to convey that image.
also everyone is different. for me, less works better. i never go over 2 sprays.
another way to tell if mones are working, is to test everybody. males, female, old, young. etc. ..
certo makes the guys chummy, like buddies. and older ladies find me endearing without having to
say a word. sometimes when your looking for "certain" reactions, u overlook the other obvious ones
that dont fit what your looking for.
have fun with it. and if you just cant seem to get the "a haaa" moment, when you know what to look
for. then u could always return it.
well for me i wear certo around women that already know me. and yes I'm respectful to both women
and men.could my mistake be they already to have me judged ect???
spamz - August 6, 2011, 6:29 pm

that could be part of it. there are other factors also, like environment and personality.
ok, when i first used certo at work, the mood just seemed lighter. the guys acted like we were real
close, like buddies outside of work. the women werent so much flirty, as there just seemed excited.
like happy to see me, big smiles by the end of the day and waves from far away as soon as we
would make eye contact. u could mistaken that type of flirting with just uber friendliness.
but, when i would direct conversations in more flirty directions(few days later), is when i would get
the hair flips, and the touching, and lingering, because i guess i was confirming what they were
feeling. specially the shyer ones.
the girls that flirted before the mones still flirted, but seemed less fun and aloof, and more with an
agenda. and when i initiated with the shyer girls they would open up easily, and they even seemed
more confident.
and yes, there were some people that i just didnt get any different reactions from. but i didint focus
on those people. i just didnt want to waste my energy on them.
ohh , and when im asked what cologne i wear, i just tell them i dont know, it was a gift, then i start
to describe the bottle of certo. usually they throw out names, and ill say, yeah maybe thats it.
Pheroman - August 6, 2011, 9:58 pm

(08-05-2011 10:46 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;well for me i wear certo around women that
already know me. and yes I'm respectful to both women and men.could my mistake be they already
to have me judged ect??? Of course they have already judged you, they judged you long ago. And
they wont change that very quickly.
Maybe your "respectfulness" is seen as kissing arse and trying really hard to please everyone,
sometimes nice people give that impression.
I know that I have given that impression at times, or others seem to think that I'm nice to them just
because i want something from them.
Being resptecfull but also confident is the idea, though not always so easy in practice.
As for the guy at work, i would suggest you dont tell anyone about the products your using.

Absolutely nobody.
There's a good chance that your smartass "friend" is going round saying "patches thinks he can
spray some shit on himself and pickup chix".
patches345 Wrote:nobody acts different at work ect everyone is the same as if i was wearing
nothing.? It depends on the person, but also on the wearer.
I dont know what you do, but to a wearer who isnt much of a "people person" the effects may be
very subtle or seem inexistent.
No disrespect, but i spent much of my working life talking to people and gauging their reactions by
watching them attentively in sales type environments or business negotiations.
People who work in offices, or trades people may be a little less aware of the body language
subtleties.
So there is a huge range of variables on which the effectiveness of these products may depend on.
As for Kyle wateva, forget about any crap an affiliate vendor writes and focus on what you are
doing.
And the only person here working for Alpha Dream here is "Alpha Dream".
The best thing to do is start up a journal and document how you are using the products in much
detail.
As for suggestions and plenty people here will help you out.
spamz - August 6, 2011, 11:00 pm

for someone very respectful and gentleman like, you came off kinda condescending and rude for
help or advice that you asked for.
kinda tells me ur full of shyt.
i never said women fall over themselves to get in my pants. i said they become nicer, less shy, and
their motivations seemed different. u took what i said and totally made me out to be a liar. this tells
me alot about u.
i also said days later, after having used certo, or mones in general for a while, that i would then
initiate flirty behavior. i think u need to learn patience in general. and i truly am sorry for you, that u
just cant seem to see it. how mones work. never did i imply that mones made people do things
against their nature. i was giving you example since you couldnt seem to notice subtle Behavior
patterns.i was hoping u would take my experiences to help you out. thats why we have journals.
instead of bashing me for what works for me, you could have "respectfully" just said thanx but im
not having such luck. and then returned the product. but instead ur true colors shine. u call me a liar,
and some peddler for certo. lol... without checking my other posts.
i know in real life, ur the type of person i would ignore. no amount of mones would make me wanna
be around u.
mengster - August 7, 2011, 2:31 am

Hi patches, i see you are very frustrated about this but calm down.

I think you may have some misconception as to what pheromones can or cannot do.
Tisha wrote a pretty good post on this matter here and in another forum:

http://www.pheromonetalk.com/womens-pheromone-advice-tips-tricks/what-pheromones-can-do-wh
at-they-10483.html
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Are-you-new-to-Pheromones-and-have-questions

Please let us know if we can help clarify any questions you may have about anything. We are a
community here rather than customer service for any single vendor. Sometimes it may seem
otherwise because some of us can be very loyal to certain products like for instance, me with True
Love (True pheromones) and Glace (Alpha Dreams).
Q-Tips - August 7, 2011, 4:01 am

(08-05-2011 1:46 PM)patches345 Wrote: &nbsp;certo for men is doing nothing for me.and women
can't even smell the black spice scent unless i put my wrist right up to them not even one hit??
So how much did you use? If nobody can sense the scent, maybe you have been too careful with
the amount, and need to add 1 or 2 spray extra to see any difference?
Pheroman - August 15, 2011, 7:35 am

I decided to put some certo in a 1 ml sample vial that had DaD + NA, and had just an incy weeny
little bit on the bottom.
Put 7 sprays in it...and voila' Dad scented Certo
And for the curious and tedious 7 sprays is just under 1ml, and a "few dab" of mine are 2 -> 3
sprays.
Using this much has subtle effects and the scent still stays close.
Will keep trying this out though as Im not a big fan of the sandalwood scent.
Pheroman - September 27, 2011, 5:25 am

Time to reorder my Certo.
Been also using Glace which also works well as a social and makes people chatty, but Certo adds
a more romantic vibe, but not too sexual, for day/work use.
My 50/50 mix of Certo and Alpha Maschio has also been working well in a social environment.
chief101 - October 25, 2011, 6:04 pm

Thanks for the great insight on Certo guys, very very helpful and looking forward in using it.
CanadianGuy45 - March 17, 2012, 4:59 pm

Certo enroute
I will post once i have tested thoroughly.
Yiken - June 5, 2012, 11:22 am

Hi, I'm from Asia. Currently I am using Nude Alpha on the neck and Scent of Eros Scented on the
forearm as recommended by Kyle. I intended to add Certo to these two, is it ok? Should I get a
scented or unscented Certo? Any advise on where should I spray it?
Thank you in advance!
- Yiken

ZB pmones - June 5, 2012, 12:36 pm

(06-05-2012 10:22 AM)Yiken Wrote: &nbsp;Hi, I'm from Asia. Currently I am using Nude Alpha on
the neck and Scent of Eros Scented on the forearm as recommended by Kyle. I intended to add
Certo to these two, is it ok? Should I get a scented or unscented Certo? Any advise on where
should I spray it?
Thank you in advance!
- Yiken
Yiken, how are Nude Alpha and Scent of Eros performing for you in Asia? I have Scent of Eros
and Certo but haven't really tested this combo yet. But curious on how Nude Alpha and Scent of
Eros combo working out for you. Thanks.
zerosix85 - June 5, 2012, 10:47 pm

So I inducted my close friend into the Pheromone club. He ordered Glace and Certo and in
addition, received a few samples of AM. I got to smell the new Leather and Steel scent and if I had
to compare it to something, it had that similar sweet spicy akuto scent that I love. I normally don't
like to use cologne as cover scents (since I use attar oil and oud) but this person right here is going
to pick up Certo or the revised AM with that scent.
Yiken - June 6, 2012, 12:25 am

(06-05-2012 11:36 AM)ZB pmones Wrote: &nbsp;Yiken, how are Nude Alpha and Scent of Eros
performing for you in Asia? I have Scent of Eros and Certo but haven't really tested this combo yet.
But curious on how Nude Alpha and Scent of Eros combo working out for you. Thanks. Hi,
So far it works fine with me. Scent of Eros & NA suit Asian guy like me. I'm just wondering will
Certo scented will crashed with Scent of Eros scented if I put these 2 together? And can it be at the
same spot as Scent of Eros ?
Pheroquirk - June 6, 2012, 9:04 am

Hi.
I'm still feeling my way with Certo. Do you think it will work in a leadership position in a professional
environment? Or will the more provider aspects of it risk undermining one's authority
DGamer - June 6, 2012, 12:54 pm

I only used it once so take this with a grain of salt. Though I felt disrespected. I would probably say
mix with corpo or c4 or wolf
Iceali - June 22, 2012, 2:23 am

(04-29-2011 5:01 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;You can use them together, but they are meant
to be stand-alone products. You may get some weird results if you mix them. I would choose either
one or the other to wear based upon the environment and what you are trying to achieve. Alfa
maschio is best for raw sexual energy in a bar or club scene, and certo is best for casual time with
friends or a long-term lover.
Chris, how would you describe the difference between Certo and Glace? Is it that Certo has more
of a "bonding/protecting" effect and Glace has more of a "opening/icebreaker/approachability"
effect? Is there a difference in the type of comfort these products create in others? A lot of people
here like the AM/Glace combo and are big fans of Glace used with other products. In that sense,
would you agree that Glace is the most versatile of your male/unisex products or would it be Certo
or Corpo? Could you see a Certo/Glace combo or a Certo/Corpo combo working out? If so, what
do you think the effects would be and what ratio would you recommend trying out for specific
contexts?

For example, would you recommend Glace/Certo at a 2:1 ratio for daygame/cold approach and
then Certo/Glace at a 2:1 for a first date? It seems that AM works very well for night game which
may be one reason why the AM/Glace combo is so popular here (ie AM gives alpha vibe and Glace
is the icebreaker for a woman to allow the sexual tension AM provides to kick in).
Also, do you mind providing some insight into Pheroquirks questions about Certo?
Pheroquirk Wrote:Do you think it will work in a leadership position in a professional environment?
Or will the more provider aspects of it risk undermining one's authority?
I think Pheroquirk asks two fascinating questions here. Along these lines, would you recommend a
Corpo/Certo combo at something like a 2:1 ratio or would they not mix well? Or would there be no
need for Certo at all in the context that Pheroquirk proposes?
As another example, I work in an office which is about 75% women and my boss is a woman. Most
of the managers are women and most of the men in the office are more on the beta side. The
women in my office tend to be in their 30s-50s and my boss is 40 something and rather high strung.
In this context, do you think a Corpo/Certo 1:1 ratio would make sense to try out or is it better just to
pick one product over the other and use it as standalone because of mixing problems?
I know these are a lot of questions, but I want to get the best understanding that I can from the
source as I put these products into practice. Many thanks in advance for your advice - I'm sure your
thoughts here would provide much insight for this community. Despite any recent challenges you
may have had, it is a very exciting time for you and your company with your recent releases and
highly anticipated upcoming releases. Your contributions and investment of time into this forum are
greatly valued. Cheers!
ZB pmones - September 3, 2012, 4:45 am

Anyone else using Certo currently? I really enjoyed my experience with Certo last time out with it but
it took over an hour before I see the girls warming up to me. Is there an aging period with Certo or
other mones? Do I have to apply the mones an hour before leaving the house or is it pretty much
spray and go? Plan to try it again hanging out with a good buddy of mine. Thanks for any insight.
deker0 - November 15, 2012, 7:50 am

Hi all, just giving this thread a bump....Iceali asks some very good questions above and would be
nice to have those expanded upon.
Alpha Dream - November 17, 2012, 3:36 pm

I'll post a reply tonight on this...
extraballislit - December 5, 2012, 4:55 pm

Bump!
Any updates?
EveningWolf - December 27, 2012, 11:10 pm

I have found it, along with Glace and a few similar products, to be excellent for generally enhancing
the mood of things like the Family Holiday/Birthday Party, particularly the above-mentioned effects
of putting people at ease and flowing conversation. While I seem to be fortunate that mine seem to
be drama & dysfunction-free, a bit extra oomph to helping everyone have a good time doesn't hurt.
Sptenn - June 2, 2013, 8:52 am

(11-17-2012 3:36 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;I'll post a reply tonight on this...

Bump!
o0
right_mr - June 5, 2013, 9:01 am

CERTO REVIEW
Great job on your certo blend Chris. I use this on my gf and baaam , it hits her hard and she gets
very into me and always wants to get close and cuddle me etc.
it is very well balanced and doesn't have any negative self effects on me.
it also seems to draw the females who are after finding their Mr Right. Overall this gets a 5/5 from
me and is my favourite alpha dream product.
Alpha Dream - June 5, 2013, 9:11 pm

Sorry for the looong delay on this:
Certo and Glace are completely different formulas.
You can generally gauge the scale of sociability / male alpha by looking at the suffix of the chemical
names of the compounds a formula contains. While this does not work in every respect, it is a good
general guide.
Compounds ending in "N0L"Â• I.e. alpha/beta-androstenol generally have more social /
ice-breaking effects.
Compounds ending in "N0NE"Â• I.e. androstenone, androstadienone, etc, generally have more
alpha male / sexual characteristics.
You will notice when looking at the formula for glace, it is comprised entirely of N0Ls (with the
exception of 200 micrograms of androstenone which is a social at this dose), and thus glace is a
PURE social.
Certo is basically Alfa Maschio with a lower dose of androstAnone, and to a larger extent
androstenone. The theory surround this is that androstenone (in high amounts) tends to irritate the
significant other if she is continuously or frequently exposed to it. Therefore certo fits better (in
theory and according to reports) for the girlfriend / wife.
Certo + Glace is to the girlfriend / wife as AM + glace is to the pickup. Both work better in concert it
seems, just one better than the other in terms of the target.
I think Certo may perhaps be the most underestimated product in our lineup. I certainly think a certo
+ glace combo could be very useful for everyday use, or use in the daytime. I think Alfa Maschio +
Glace or L2K are more useful in the night and for the pickup.
Certo seems to have more comforting qualities than AM would, as the ratio of Androsteneone
/AndrostAnone (in AM) is lower in comparison to the ratio of Androstadienone / Alpha-Androstenol
(left unchanged) in certo.
I'm not sure about a combo of corpo + certo, but my theory is it would follow the same logic as an
AM + Corpo combo, except this time for the wife / girlfriend.

I would recommend a 3:2 ratio of Glace/AM (or perhaps just L2K) for the first date or for nighttime,
and a ratio of 3:2 Glace/Certo for use around the girlfriend or during the daytime.
Pheroquirk, sorry that I missed your question:
Certo would be a good formula for the workplace "â€œ in fact, now that I think about it, it may be
almost as good as Corpo is by itself. Certo has plenty of androstadienone in it, but little
androstenone. Androstenone (or tons of Alpha-Androstenol) are counterproductive in the workplace
"â€œ Androstenone will ingite some competition or hierarchical disputes / challenges which you
best avoid with your boss (especially if she is a woman).
A Certo + Corpo mix might be very interesting in the workplace "â€œ I'm not sure, as I've not mixed
them on myself, plus I'm the boss ; p.. I think a 1:1 or 2:3 or 3:2 ratio might work very well with these
two in concert. If anyone gets along to trying this, please let me know how it works out!
Cheers,
Chris @ Alpha
Circa 7 postmeridian, NorCal
Albion9 - June 20, 2013, 2:33 pm

I have used AM+Certo quite a bit together with success both on dates and at bars. I use 1 spray AM
to upper chest...where collar opens and 2 sprays Certo to forarms/wrists rubbed together. I apply
cover scent in close proximity but not on top of the mones. This has been one of my most successful
mixes I must say. Of course, your results may vary. I am 50 years old if that helps. One time a good
looking blonde just went crazy at a bar and was giving me head in my car in the parking lot within a
little over an hour. Maybe it was being in the right place at the right time. It has worked on 1st dates
too. I would reccommend this to anyone to try! Good luck!
doctordonald - August 11, 2013, 11:19 pm

(06-20-2013 1:33 PM)Albion9 Wrote: &nbsp;I have used AM+Certo quite a bit together with
success both on dates and at bars. I use 1 spray AM to upper chest...where collar opens and 2
sprays Certo to forarms/wrists rubbed together. I apply cover scent in close proximity but not on top
of the mones. This has been one of my most successful mixes I must say. Of course, your results
may vary. I am 50 years old if that helps. One time a good looking blonde just went crazy at a bar
and was giving me head in my car in the parking lot within a little over an hour. Maybe it was being
in the right place at the right time. It has worked on 1st dates too. I would reccommend this to
anyone to try! Good luck!
3/2 (seems like) certo/am seems to have planted a seed for me thanks to this and thanks to chris
and alpha dream!!!! Things are taking place. check out my "quick question" thread and then my
journal.
It has taken my sitting at home and journaling on here and thinking about it to realize. Don't mean
to hijack, but this is exciting and is due to your influence on this very thread! Thanks, thanks,
thanks!!!
So exciting, with help from you two, as well as alpha and as and pheroman and Terry and nutria
and others!
bond_55 - August 21, 2013, 3:11 pm

(04-29-2011 5:01 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;Hi,

You can use them together, but they are meant to be stand-alone products. You may get some
weird results if you mix them. I would choose either one or the other to wear based upon the
environment and what you are trying to achieve. Alfa maschio is best for raw sexual energy in a bar
or club scene, and certo is best for casual time with friends or a long-term lover.
Thanks for the suggestion Chris.
I am planning to buy LIIK v2 - any advise on how to use this - is this good to use as a stand alone
or should I mix it with Social Mones, and for
LIIKv2 which scent is good?
Thanks
tdctdc - August 15, 2014, 1:15 pm

(07-18-2011 6:36 AM)Pheroman Wrote: &nbsp;7 dabs of Certo smeared on neck and wrists + top
of hands.
After being chased by cougars for a couple weeks i got my fav type of hit:
Hot and cute petite and very pretty 20-25yr who just didnt want to go had to literally drag herself
away, but not before saying "I'll see you tomorrow" 3 or 4 times after 10 mins of starry eyed chit
chat.
I've spoken to her a few times but dont know her that well, but this time she was lassoed by the
mones.
Hey how many dabs of Certo is equivalent to one spray of it?
jjs1234 - August 16, 2014, 1:03 am

Maybe .75 Is my guess. I use the tester. Sandalwood is what I have.
Pheroman - August 16, 2014, 10:34 am

[/quote]
Hey how many dabs of Certo is equivalent to one spray of it?[/QUOTE]
My guess was 4-5 sprays.
tdctdc - August 18, 2014, 4:54 pm

Hey how many dabs of Certo is equivalent to one spray of it?[/QUOTE]
My guess was 4-5 sprays.
[/quote]
hmm.. 4-5 *dabs = 1 spray you mean?
Pheroman - August 20, 2014, 6:24 am

Yeah they were generous dabs of 3 to 4 drops each then spread out.
Sometimes I spray as well. 3 to 4 sprays seems to work best.
jjs1234 - September 7, 2014, 6:37 pm

hmm Im starting work tomorrow and I have a tester of Certo and a little bit left of Corporo. I want to
say a 1:2 ratio. I think I will mix them together.
Im curious which one may be more useful to me once that runs out so I can get more. Just got a full
bottle of AM too.

JJ54 - September 20, 2014, 11:31 am

Thanks for all the insights in this thread about Certo. Pulled the trigger and will have my Certo on
next week.
haggy - April 20, 2015, 8:31 am

Is Certo good for someone who wants to find a gf?
Tyriel - June 20, 2015, 9:42 am

(04-20-2015 7:31 AM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;Is Certo good for someone who wants to find a gf?
That would be the intended purpose, yes.
I tried 1 subtle spray of Certo at work two weeks ago, just to test reactions of my female colleagues.
I know nearly all of them are married or have a boyfriend, but I like to tease a little bit.
I noticed the girl that has her desk directly next to my desk (who has been in a relationship for about
10 years) working at my side of the desk a lot more than when I am not using Certo. I see/notice her
taking deep breaths through her nose, but very subtly. She does avoid extra eye contact (perhaps
because of her boyfriend) but when we talk, she is very calm, smiling a lot and her eyes tend to stick
in my direction just that little bit longer than they normally do.
When using of Alfa Maschio, she actually seems a bit intimidated. She works more on my side of
the desk than when I am phero-free, but not the deep inhales, as somehow the scent/effect is too
strong. She also seems a little bit more "nervous" and humble in conversations. I guess AM can
have unwanted intimidating effects on shy/humble girls. Certo seems to make them more relaxed.

